A central question in movement research is how animals use information and movement to promote encounter success. Current random search theory identifies reorientation patterns as key to the compromise between optimizing encounters for both nearby and faraway targets, but how the balance between intrinsic motor programmes and previous environmental experience determines the occurrence of these reorientation behaviours remains unknown. We used high-resolution tracking and imaging data to describe the complete motor behaviour of Caenorhabditis elegans when placed in a novel environment (one in which food is absent). Movement in C. elegans is structured around different reorientation behaviours, and we measured how these contributed to changing search strategies as worms became familiar with their new environment. This behavioural transition shows that different reorientation behaviours are governed by two processes: (i) an environmentally informed 'extrinsic' strategy that is influenced by recent experience and that controls for area-restricted search behaviour, and (ii) a time-independent, 'intrinsic' strategy that reduces spatial oversampling and improves random encounter success. Our results show how movement strategies arise from a balance between intrinsic and extrinsic mechanisms, that search behaviour in C. elegans is initially determined by expectations developed from previous environmental experiences, and which reorientation behaviours are modified as information is acquired from new environments.
Introduction
Nearly all organisms, from single cells to large animals, forage by controlling their motor patterns [1] [2] [3] . Foraging is a complex and multifaceted behaviour. It includes pre-detection components such as search and taxis and complex post-detection events such as pursuing (chasing down) or handling (opening, subduing, swallowing) prey [2, 4, 5] . Foraging animals change their motor patterns in response to surrounding environmental cues or as a result of previous experiences and learning processes [2] . An animal's response to environmental cues depends substantially on the spatial and temporal structure of environmental information [1] [2] [3] . Highly localized cues may trigger area-restricted searching [6, 7] or acute avoidance reactions [8] , whereas environmental gradients are exploited by both performing taxis, where animals move towards a desirable environment or avoid an unfavourable one, or by different types of kinesis (e.g. klinokinesis, orthokinesis), where movement is modulated by a non-directional response of the local cue intensity [2, 9] . Foraging movement should not only be thought of as a set of stereotyped behavioural reactions to specific environmental stimuli [10] . External cues may be diffuse (non-directional), of variable quality (low signal-to-noise ratio), intermittent (complex presence-absence dynamics), or simply absent. Under such conditions, organisms may undertake specific search strategies to efficiently explore space [11] until some useful environmental information can be followed and exploited, and such strategies can be thought of as a major component of pre-detection foraging behaviour when information is substantially limited.
How should animals interact with the environment and use information when cues are scarce? On the one hand, current random search theory [12, 13] has shown that reorientation behaviour can provide an adequate balance between intensive (local) and extensive (non-local) search [14, 15] , releasing the tension between optimizing for local and distant targets without previous information about the target spatial distribution. On the other hand, we know animals learn and have expectations based on previous experiences about their environment. Unfortunately, even though attempts have been made [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , it is still extremely difficult to relate field-recorded animal trajectories convincingly to recently developed stochastic search theory [21, 22] . Accurate control of sensory inputs, memory and internal states of the animal in the wild is overwhelmingly difficult, and that limits the possibility of showing how animals use information to modify their reorientation patterns or to what extent, in the absence of information, intrinsic motor programmes optimize the balance between intensive (local) and extensive (nonlocal) search. In movement ecology studies [23] , the size, sampling, quality and statistical analysis of animal movement datasets are critical factors. Ideally, data should be collected continuously, at high frequency, to capture fast dynamics, but also over a long timescale to generate statistically significant samples. The determination of behavioural states [23, 24] needs to be quantified in a comprehensive and objective way. Environmental conditions also need to be handled carefully to control the amount of information available to the animal.
An experiment that fits these requirements is the study of Caenorhabditis elegans search behaviour in a well-controlled, homogeneous laboratory environment. C. elegans is a small nematode (1 mm) with a compact well-described neuronal system and can be studied at many scales: genes, neurons and networks [25] [26] [27] [28] . It has a complex yet tractable search strategy that is generated by a relatively simple locomotive repertoire [29] . On the surface of agar plates, worms crawl forward (crawl) and backwards (reversal) by propagating undulatory waves along their body. These worms can also interrupt their crawling motions (i.e. reorientation behaviours) by bending their body deeply to form the shape of the Greek letter omega (omega), by pausing ( pause) or by executing a more complex composite behaviour ( pirouette), which is a sequence of a reversal and an omega performed closely in time [30] .
We quantified the worm's search behaviour with a highlevel of detail to characterize the underlying behavioural mechanisms governing their search patterns. We performed a relocation experiment from a resourced environment to one without resources in order to investigate how past experience modulates search with minimal intervention of external cues, and to determine whether innate stochastic search behaviour exists. Before the experiment, C. elegans were well fed and during the experiment they searched the surface of an agar plate without food. The tracking data were sampled at high resolution and magnification, capturing both the trajectory and body posture of single worms freely behaving as they move on the surface of agar plates [31, 32] . We improved previous image processing software [31] to be able to detect worm behaviours with high accuracy, and provide a complete behavioural dataset of individual searching, distinguishing crawling and reorientation types that enable us to characterize the worm search patterns.
Material and methods
2.1. Experimental set-up 2.1.
Tracking microscopy
The tracking microscope has been described previously [31, 32] and is similar to other tracking systems [33] [34] [35] [36] . In summary, the imaging system was designed to translocate around a fixed-position assay plate. As the worm moves on the surface of the plate, the system follows the movements of the worm while capturing images at 4 Hz and recording its centre-of-mass position.
Worm preparation
Fifty-two individuals, C. elegans strain N2, were grown at 208C and maintained under standard laboratory conditions [37] . Fresh nematode growth medium (NGM) assay plates (1.7% Bacto agar, 0.25% Bacto-peptone, 0.3% NaCl, 1 mM CaCl 2 , 1 mM MgSO 4 , 25 mM potassium phosphate buffer, 5 mg ml 21 cholesterol) were partially dried by leaving uncovered for 1 h. A copper ring (5.1 cm inner diameter) pressed into the agar surface prevented worms from crawling to the side of the plate. Young adults were rinsed of Escherichia coli by transferring them from OP50 food plates into NGM buffer (same inorganic ion concentration as NGM assay plates) and letting them swim for 1 min. Individual worms were transferred from the NGM buffer to the centre of the assay plate (9 cm Petri dish). The plates were covered and tracking began after 1 min and lasted no longer than 60 min.
Diffusive properties of search
To quantify the worm diffusive properties of the 52 individuals, we computed the mean-squared displacement (MSD), kx 2 ðtÞl of all worm trajectories (population level) and checked whether the diffusion process was normal (i.e. MSD increasing linearly with time) or anomalous (nonlinear relationship with time). The MSD of a set of N individual displacements x n from an origin location to a location at time t is given by kx
and kx 2 ðtÞl % K s t s , where K s is the generalized diffusion coefficient, and s is the diffusion exponent. Diffusivity domains can be distinguished by analysis of the anomalous diffusion exponent s subdiffusion for 0 , s , 1, superdiffusion for s . 1, normal Brownian diffusion for s ¼ 1 and ballistic motion for s ¼ 2.
Behavioural flagging
Reorientation events of the population of 52 worms were detected from the segmented binary images using standard imaging processing, computer vision techniques [37] [38] [39] [40] and eigenworm analysis [31, 41] . Binary images were skeletonized to derive the worm's centreline. Omegas were detected by calculating solidity (less than 0.70) and errors in skeletonization, which occur when worms touch or cross during omegas. If a reversal followed within two frames (0.5 s), then the behaviour is flagged as a pirouette. The frequency distribution of the time between omegas following reversals was bimodal; therefore, we used the maximum time of the first peak (two frames) as a threshold for the pirouette behaviour. Velocity of the worm's undulatory cycle was measured using eigenworm analysis [31, 41] and used to flag reversals and pauses. The behavioural detection algorithm (see electronic supplementary material, figure S1 ) was applied to the image dataset of 52 individuals, 30 min each (total of 374 400 frames) and, in total, it detected 937 reversals, 1064 omegas, 1125 pirouettes and 387 pauses. This method was validated by computing the percentage of behaviours detected by the algorithm to the ones detected by human observation. We used a control dataset of behaviours observed by eye for five experimental runs (a total of 36 000 frames) representing 10% of the entire dataset. The algorithm detected over 92% (on average) of the number of omegas and reversals that were identified by eye (see the electronic supplementary material, table S1). The 8% misidentified behavioural responses were due to noisy images, in which the worm body could not be extracted. Omegas with low body compressibility ('wide' omega bends) and pauses coinciding with a straight body posture were misidentified by crawls and reversals, respectively.
Pre-filtering data before analysis
If the worm stopped moving before the completion of the run, then the data were excluded. We could see a clear and separable behavioural effect caused by mechanical stimulus on the reorientation frequency time series for the first 760 frames (3.2 min), which we explicitly removed in our final dataset. In the end, the following analyses are based on tracks and images of 52 individuals. Tracks were of 26.8 s each and with a total number of 2889 reorientation behaviours: 788 reversals, 860 omegas, 935 pirouettes and 306 pauses.
Orientational memory loss
To study the role of reorientation behaviours on the loss of orientational memory, we quantified the effect of each reorientation type on the overall direction of the trajectory. For that, we computed (i) the turning angle distribution generated by each reorientation type, and (ii) the angular correlation of the trajectory as a function of reorientation type for each one of the 52 individual worms of our study.
Turning angle distribution generated by each reorientation type: reorientations are located in between two crawls (periods of forward motion). The turning angle u generated via a specific reorientation was computed by calculating the difference between the absolute angles of the vectors following the overall direction of the crawl just before and just after the reorientation. The vectors are defined using the first and last time frames of each crawl.
Angular correlation of the trajectory as a function of reorientation type: the angular correlation function
where a(t) is the local tangent angle at time t, t is the time lag (from 1 to 13 s), j is the worm id and n is the total number of worms (52) was calculated from the centre-of-mass data (trajectory) to study the worm's directionality of motion over time. We combined the behavioural data with the trajectory data and sampled segment types S T from the trajectory that are crawls separated by a specific type T of reorientation (e.g. crawl-reversalcrawl). The angular correlation function was computed for both the original segments S T and their correspondent null model, which is a bootstrapping (499 times) of random segments of the same length as S T of the same trajectory (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S8 ). The correlation function C a (t) was computed for each S T using different lag sizes t and it was averaged over all the segments over all the 52 individuals (black line in figure 3 ). For the null model case, standard error bars of the mean of C a (t) were computed for each lag size t (dashed line in figure 3 ). The difference between the solid lines representing sequences of crawls interrupted by reorientation types and the dashed line representing the null model (random segments of the original trajectory) show how strong the contribution of each behaviour is towards changes in direction. The further the lines are from each other, the larger the contribution of the reorientation behaviour is evident.
Probability distribution of omega time inter-events
We selected among three probabilistic models of the exponential family (simple, double and stretched exponentials) to identify the best-fitting probability distribution of the time intervals between omegas at both the individual and population levels of the 52 individual worms. In particular, we used Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) tests [42] and the likelihood functions of the probability density functions (pdfs; of the three models) over a bounded range and for pre-binned data [17] . We described the three pdfs, their corresponding transformation when considering pre-binned data, and their resulting likelihood function in the electronic supplementary material, text S1. For model selection, we include only those individuals that had performed at least 30 omegas during the tracking period for the individual level analysis.
Relationship between reorientation and crawl types
To test the statistical independence between reorientation and crawl types in our worm population, we performed a contingency table analysis followed by a chi-squared approximation for proportions [43] . We determined both the relationship between reorientations and crawls occurring immediately after, and between reorientations and crawls that preceded them. For the dependent relationship between reorientations and their previous crawls, we studied in more detail the connection between the different types of behaviours. In particular, we performed a twotailed Z-score test statistic Z (a ¼ 0.05) [43] to test the null hypothesis H 0 : pðC i jR j Þ ¼ pðC i Þ against the alternative hypothesis H A : pðC i jR j Þ = pðC i Þ where i, and j represent, respectively, the different crawl and reorientation types presented in figure 5b. For the behaviours with dependent relationships, we used the departures from the expected frequency between reorientation events and their previous crawls to determine whether they are positively (above expected frequency) or negatively (below the expected frequency) correlated.
Average time to close a loop and characteristic inter-event times for omegas
The average time to close a loop was calculated as the average time to close a circle t ¼ 2pr/s, where r ¼ 1/jkj and s is the speed. These averages are taken over all the trajectories that contain loops. The average speed of a loop is 0.3 mm s 21 and the median of loops' curvature k is 4.1 mm -1 , so t ¼ 5.4 s. The characteristic interevent time for omegas q ¼ 6.7 s was taken directly from the stretched exponential likelihood fit at the population level.
Models of search behaviour
Inspired by our data analyses, we have developed a modelling framework that allows us to compare the search efficiency in a patchy landscape of simple correlated random walks with different degrees of sinuosity r (crawling behaviour) to strategies that additionally incorporate both stationary/non-modulated (omega) and non-stationary/signal-modulated ( pirouette) reorientation behaviours. To do so, we use four behavioural combinations according to the models in the electronic supplementary material, table S2: model 1, crawling behaviour (correlated random walk); model 2, crawling behaviour with omegas; model 3, crawling behaviour with pirouettes; and model 4, crawling behaviour with both omegas and pirouettes. The details of the modelling framework are provided in the electronic supplementary material. Search efficiency was computed as the number of encounters per travelled distance, averaged over 500 individuals.
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Results
The tracking system captures both the trajectory and the body postures of single worms freely moving on the surface of agar plates (Material and methods). Figure 1a shows representative high-resolution tracking data and a detailed image of the worm captured during the experiment. The scaling behaviour of the MSD across time shows that the worms do not passively diffuse while searching, but instead perform more complex movements such that the population spreading while searching is superdiffusive with an anomalous diffusion exponent s 1 ¼ 1.37 (greater than 1), up to the limiting scale of the experimental system that can be associated with the crossover towards a subdiffusive regime s 2 ¼ 0. 46 (less than 1; figure 1b) . The pairing of large-scale tracks (worm centre-of-mass trajectory) and small-scale behavioural data (body postures) allows us to flag crawls and reorientation behavioural events and produce comprehensive trajectories (figure 1a) and ethograms (figure 1c) that show the transition between a number of crawling and reorientation behaviours used by worms to explore the environment. Our analysis indicates a number of different types of crawling motions and reorientation behaviours. Crawling motions are not always straight, but often form arcing or looping trajectories [32] . We flagged crawling behaviour based on curvature and angular concordance [44] into four categories: lines, open arcs, closed arcs and loops (see the electronic supplementary material, text S2 and figures S2 and S3). We identified four types of reorientation behaviour: reversals, omegas, pauses and pirouettes (figure 1c; Material and methods).
The overall movement patterns did not show any directional bias (Rayleigh tests of uniformity [45] , applied to the first and rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 11: 20131092 last positions of each trajectory, p-value ¼ 0.56, n ¼ 52), confirming the absence of landscape gradients or cue-biased large-scale movement, i.e. search and not taxis was the main driver of the overall movement pattern. We quantified how each type of reorientation contributed to the loss of orientational memory by both calculating turning angle distributions and performing angular correlation analyses of trajectories (figures 2 and 3). Pirouettes generated a distribution centred at 1808 turns and accounted for the strongest effect on the loss of orientational memory at the trajectory scale. Contrary to what has been reported for insects [46] , pauses generated almost no turning at all. Reversals and omegas generated almost uniformly distributed turning angles, showing a notable effect on orientational memory loss (figure 3), but not as strong as with pirouetting. Our results show that different types of reorientations generate different turning angle distributions and break the directional persistence of the animal to different degrees, suggesting that distinct reorientation strategies may have different roles within the search process. We further investigated the temporal dynamics of the different types of reorientations and crawls (figure 4; electronic supplementary material, text S3). We found that the worm's searching behaviour is a combination of time-dependent and time-independent components. The frequency of certain types of reorientations ( pirouettes and reversals) and crawls For the observation window of our experiments (about 30 min), our results indicate that omegas, which lead to uniformly distributed turning angle distributions (figure 2), control for basal, time-independent exploratory behaviour. In comparison, pirouette and reversals are related to a behavioural or physiological memory that decays through time. Assuming that time-dependent and time-independent reorientations represent two separate behavioural modules, we characterized the inter-event time distribution for omegas to explore the efficiency of the underlying stationary stochastic process in promoting encounter success [16] . The shape of the distribution determines whether large but rare interevent times are less (simple exponential) or more probable (double exponential, stretched exponential). The latter feature implies a wide range of crawl lengths and the presence of intensive/extensive search patterns. We found that the omega inter-event time distribution is best characterized by a stretched exponential at the population level (figure 5a; Material and methods; electronic supplementary material, tables S4 and S5; KS test, p-value ¼ 0.59; G-test, p-value ¼ 0.92), whereas the double exponential distribution is the best fit at the individual level (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S4 ; tables S6 and S7; text S4). Despite the presence of characteristic times for omegas, both the combination of fast and slow omega turning rates (double exponential; [47] ) or the presence of a heavy-tailed time inter-event distribution (stretched exponential) can promote intensive/extensive search patterns and rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 11: 20131092 accelerated (superdiffusive) spreading over a range of scales ( figure 1a ). In addition, we found that the emerging characteristic timescales of omega turn distributions could be associated with an intrinsic locomotory constraint of C. elegans: on average, crawls have some finite curvature [32] , hence, the longer the crawl the larger the possibility of looping (i.e. spatial oversampling; see electronic supplementary material, figure S5 ). We estimated (Material and methods) that the average time for closing loops (5.4 s) is of the same order as the characteristic inter-event time for omegas (6.7 s, stretched exponential fit). Hence, an important function of omegas in the exploratory behavioural template may be to avoid spatial oversampling by preventing excessive looping. To understand better the inherent structure of C. elegans search patterns we also investigated whether crawling and reorientation behaviours were independent of each other (Material and methods). We found that reorientations were all independent of the following crawl type ( p-value ¼ 0.06, n ¼ 1717) but dependent on the previous crawl type ( p-value ¼ 3.28 Â 10
27
, n ¼ 1714; see the electronic supplementary material, figure S6 ; tables S8 and S9). Omegas were positively correlated with previous loops ( p-value ¼ 0.037, n ¼ 41) and arcs ( p- , table S10 ). The hypothesis that omegas are commonly used to break curved crawls was not only supported by the latter results, but we also found that there was a significant negative correlation between the number of omegas in a trajectory and the average length of loops (Spearman's rank correlation r ¼ 20.53, p-value , 0.01).
Our simulations (Material and methods and the electronic supplementary material) showed that stationary reorientation templates (omegas), interrupting sinuous movements at times drawn from stretched exponentials, can indeed improve the search efficiency ( figure 6 ). If signal-modulated, then area-restricted search behaviour is added to the stationary reorientation template (pirouettes), then the search efficiency further improves. As expected, the search efficiency improves much more based on reactive (non-stationary) turning behaviour linked to environmental cues or past memory than based on non-reactive/stationary stochastic reorientation templates. Nonetheless, the best search strategy comes out when combining both types of reorientation behaviours.
Discussion
Caenorhabditis elegans moves with a limited locomotory repertoire, but we have shown that in homogeneous, informationlimited environments, it produces complex and flexible search behaviours by combining locomotion primitives. These basic movement behaviours are not independently controlled. There are at least first-order correlations between behavioural states, where reorientation events are dependent on the previous crawling events. The movement of many organisms has been described by a run-and-tumble model [9, 16, 46, 48] , however, the worm's search movement cannot be represented by such a strategy [32] for a number of reasons: (i) crawl types differ in their straightness, (ii) there are correlations between reorientation and crawling events, (iii) some of the behavioural transitions are time-dependent, and (iv) the stationary components of behaviour generate complex movement patterns.
Omegas are responsible for a stationary, multi-scale, search component that holds over 30 min and covers a wide range of spatial scales. These features have been recognized as efficient random search behaviour that adequately trades-off for nearby and distant targets in heterogeneous landscapes [12, 13, 16] , where scale-free reorientation patterns comprise the limiting optimal case [15, 16] . Multi-scale search templates are also observed in other organisms [46, [49] [50] [51] , but there has been little understanding on what sets these scales. Despite the huge variability of omega turn inter-event times, here we found that C. elegans exhibits a characteristic timescale for omegas connected to intrinsic locomotory constraints such as not being able to move straight for a long time. Worms tend to end looping trajectories with omegas, reducing the risk of selfcrossing paths. Examples of other motor behaviours responding to similar constraints are spiral motions of microorganisms [49] , which are thought to allow the organism to average out locomotory biases and to swim in straighter paths, and characteristic turning frequencies in flagellated bacteria, which are constrained by sampling limits for diffusive sensing [52] .
In addition to a stationary and multi-scale search movement template, C. elegans also exhibits a non-stationary, rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 11: 20131092 adjustable reorientation pattern (pirouettes and reversal turns) that changes in time in relation to expectations of food location. It is well known that the worm intensifies the search to a restricted area (high pirouette rates) when food or rewarding environmental cues are present [27, 53] . Here, we show that well-fed C. elegans, influenced by past environmental memory or a present measure of internal state [53] , also performs area-restricted search (based on both pirouettes and reversals) where food encounter expectations are high and gradually decreases pirouette and reversal rates when it fails to find food, expanding its search range.
Previous experiments have revealed that as the memory of a past resource-rich environment is gradually lost, and cues for new resources are missing, animals switch their strategies from intensive to extensive search modes [46, 54] . The relevance of our results is to show that, at least for C. elegans, rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 11: 20131092 the story is not that simple. Our results reveal that these worms constantly maintain, in the background, a stationary and complex movement template that combines both intensive and extensive searches, and controls for excessive oversampling. An important question remains as to why such a random search template is needed for the survival of animals that can learn and use environmental information for their own profit? Learning and memory generate expectations on the environment, which undoubtedly animals use for search and survival. However, the environment is noisy and the animal's expectations (their model of the world) are not always accurate. For example, in our experiment, C. elegans performs an intense area-restricted search in an empty area for about 20 min based on an erroneous association of past environmental information. The worms expect to find food nearby based on a pre-condition that does not hold anymore. Yet, animals have a way to hedge their bets on their world model by generating an efficient background search template. This background search template is an important behavioural module often disregarded (see [10, 51] ) but may be present in animals to deal with environmental uncertainty. We suggest that such a template should accommodate motor constraints and incorporate generalized views on target locations, for example, the expectation of targets being nearby and faraway from one's position. More generally, our results suggest that motor behaviour that is not reinforced by environmental stimuli (e.g. taxis), can be constructed on the basis of empirically grounded expectation, reflecting both information learned by recent individual experiences (flexible and adjustable components) or fixed in motor programmes across evolutionary times (intrinsic, less flexible, templates). Based on the above arguments, one could make the following predictions: (i) incorporating complex reorientation patterns (e.g. stretched exponential omega turns) should increase the search efficiency when compared with pure correlated random walking (pure crawling behaviour); (ii) the impact of such (omega) reorientation templates on search efficiency should be larger as we generate more straight-lined crawls; (iii) signal-or memory-modulated reorientations (pirouettes)
should have a much stronger positive effect on search efficiency than stationary reorientation templates (omegas); (iv) the incorporation of both stationary and non-stationary (responding to memory or to environmental cues) reorientation components into a search strategy should lead to the best search efficiency outcome. All of these predictions are fulfilled in our simulations run in patchy landscapes, where reorientation mechanisms become important [14, 15] . Our simulation results depend on specific parametrizations and should be taken as a qualitative demonstration of these concepts.
Our results show the great potential of studying the motor mechanisms of C. elegans in controlled laboratory environments to unravel both internal and external drivers of animal movement behaviour. Many of the current (but also classic) questions about search, optimal foraging theory, and more generally, movement ecology [23] , can be addressed by means of model organisms. Future research on C. elegans can uncover neuronal [26] and genetic [25] mechanisms underlying the intrinsic stochastic behaviour of organisms, as well as quantify higher correlations between behavioural templates and the worm's adaptiveness for survival. Our results extend beyond C. elegans (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S7 ) and suggest that in a search process animals perform reorientation patterns that not only respond to external cues and/or gradients, but also are driven by their past memory and stochastic search templates, which highlight fundamental principles of organisms' probabilistic models of the world and how to explore efficiently in the absence of environmental information.
